We study some finite integral symmetric relation algebras whose forbidden cycles are all 2-cycles. These algebras arise from a finite field construction due to Comer. We consider conditions that allow other finite algebras to embed into these Comer algebras, and as an application give the first known finite representation of relation algebra 34 65 , one of whose atoms is flexible. We conclude with some speculation about how the ideas presented here might contribute to a proof of the flexible atom conjecture.
Introduction
In this paper, we explore some material related to the construction of Ramsey algebras over F p for primes p. The method of construction can be found in Comer's paper [8] . A Ramsey algebra in m colors is a partition of a set U ×U into disjoint binary relations Id, A 0 , . . . , A m−1 such that Here, Id = {(x, x) : x ∈ U } is the identity over U , • is relational composition, −1 is relational inverse, and c is complementation with respect to U × U . Ramsey algebras have been constructed for m colors for all m ≤ 2000, save for m = 8 and m = 13. Condition (II.) implies that the relations A i are triangle free, i.e., A i • A i ∩ A i = ∅. All known existence results are computational, and use the following finite field method of Comer: Fix m ∈ Z + , and let X 0 = H be a multiplicative subgroup of F q of order (q − 1)/m, where q ≡ 1 (mod 2m). Let X 1 , . . . X m−1 be its cosets; specifically, let X i = g i X 0 = {g am+i : a ∈ Z + }, where g is a generator of F × q . Suppose the following conditions obtain:
It is easy to check that (i.)-(iii.) imply (I.)-(III.), and we get a Ramsey algebra. Condition (ii.) implies that all the X i 's are sum-free. A few examples of Ramsey algebras have been constructed over non-prime fields, but for the most part, attention has been restricted to prime fields.
In the present paper we study algebras that are not Ramsey algebras but that are similar in the sense that they have exactly one equivalence class of forbidden cycles. For these algebras, the size of X i + X i is the same as for Ramsey algebras, but the X i 's are not sum-free. The results will lead to some insights and speculations about further avenues for research.
Some definitions and lemmas
Comer's construction yields algebras that have "rotational symmetry": Lemma 1. Let n ∈ Z + and let p = nk + 1 be a prime number and g a primitive root modulo p.
For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, define
The lemma is trivial to prove: just multiply through by g i ! Definition 2. Let p = nk + 1 be prime with k even, and let the X i 's as be as in Lemma 1. Let C(p, n) denote the algebra formed by the A i 's. Let Aut(C(p, n)) denote the set of permutations of indices that induce an automorphism of C(p, n), that is,
Of course, the condition on the relations A i is equivalent to the following condition on the X i 's:
Lemma 1 implies that for any Comer algebra C(p, n) in n colors, we have that Aut(C) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z/nZ.
denote the integral RA with n symmetric diversity atoms a 0 , . . . , a n−1 whose forbidden cycles are those of the form a i a i+j a i+ , with indices considered modulo n.
We will be particularly interested in
is forbidden as well, so a x a x a π(1) is forbidden. But this forces π(1) = x + 1 (mod n), since if xxy is forbidden, y must be x + 1. Similarly, π(2) must be x + 2 (mod n), and so on. So π must take the form
, and we have shown they are the only ones.
Since gcd(j, n) = 1, ρ is a bijection. It is easy to check that ρ preserves the forbidden cycles.
The next lemma tells us that for Comer algebras, the isomorphism in Lemma 5 arises in a particularly nice way.
Lemma 6. If C(p, n) has forbidden cycles [X i , X i , X i+j ] and gcd(j, n) = 1, then X j contains a primitive root g, and reindexing using g as a generator will give forbidden cycles
Proof. Let g be the primitive root that gives the indexing with forbidden cycles [X i , X i , X i+j ]. Now g is also a primitive root modulo p if gcd( , p−1) = 1. We want g ∈ X j , so we want to find an integer a with gcd(an+j, p−1) = 1. Since gcd(j, n) = 1, Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions gives some prime p = an + j, and clearly gcd(p , p − 1) = 1. Then g p is a primitive root and is in X j .
Proof. Let x = gcd(j, n) > 1. Consider the permutation π = (0 x 2x 3x . . .), written in cycle notation. We claim that π ∈ Aut(A n ([i, i, i + j]))). Consider the forbidden cycle a 0 a 0 a j . Write j = bx for some positive integer b. Under π, this cycle a 0 a 0 a bx gets mapped to a x a x a (b+1)x , and since (b + 1)x = x + j, the cycle a x a x a (b+1)x is forbidden. In fact, π just permutes the forbidden cycles a x a x a x+j and leaves the other forbidden cycles fixed. The following lemma from Alon and Bourgain gives us just what we need to show that if p is large relative to n, then C(p, n) has only flexible diversity atoms.
Lemma 9 ([6], Proposition 1.4). Let q be a prime power and let A be a multiplicative subgroup of the finite field F q of size |A| = d ≥ q 1/2 . Then, for any two subsets B, C ⊂ F q satisfying |B||C| ≥ q 3 /d 2 , there are x ∈ B and y ∈ C so that x + y ∈ A. Proof. We need to show (X i + X j ) ∩ X 0 = ∅ for arbitrary i and j. Set q = p, A = X 0 , B = X i , and C = X j in Lemma 9. Then |A| = |B| = |C| = (p − 1)/n. Then we need |B||C| ≥ q 3 /d 2 , which translates to (p − 1) 4 ≥ n 4 p 3 , which is satisfied when p > n 4 + 5. Then all diversity cycles are mandatory by Lemma 1.
Computational results
When we started this project, we began with the question, "Why does Some data are summarized in Table 1 below. While for some small n, there is no construction of a Comer RA representation for A n ([i, i, i + j]) for j = 0, 1, 2, it would seem for large enough n there is always some modulus p that works. Table 1 : Smallest modulus for a representation over a C(p, n), or x if none exists. The "-" indicates that an entry is redundant (in light of Lemma 5).
Representations of A n ([i, i, i + 1]) exist for all 35 ≤ n ≤ 500. In Figure  2 , we compare the smallest modulus p for representations over C(p, n) for
The growth is a bit slower for the latter. As an application, we give the first known finite representation of 34 65 . Relation algebra 34 65 has four symmetric atoms 1 , a, b, and c, with forbidden cycles bbc and ccb. The atom a is flexible, hence 34 65 is representable over a countable set. We noticed that it would be sufficient to find a prime p = nk + 1, k and n both even, such that C(p, n) has [i, i, i + n/2] as its only forbidden class. Then we could map b to X 0 , map c to X n/2 , and map a to the union of all the other X i 's; in other words, 34 65 embeds in A n ([i, i, i + n/2])) for all even n > 4. There's no limit to how big p can be, since n can also be as large as necessary; we just throw "everything else" into the image of a. A computer search using the fast algorithm from [5] 
Speculations
The proof of Lemma 9, upon which the proof of Lemma 10 relies, makes use of the fact that multiplicative subgroups of F × p are quasirandom (in the sense of [7] ). This is why we get a polynomial bound in Lemma 10 rather than an exponential bound, which is what one would expect to get from Ramseytheoretic considerations. (For example, to force the 1-cycles [i, i, i] to be mandatory without appealing to the quasirandomness of the color classes would require at least 3 n , and the best we can prove is e · n!.) It appears that a similar quasirandomness phenomenon exists at the level of the atom structures of Comer RAs. While there is no precise definition of quasirandomness for atom structures that would be analogous to that for subsets of F p , for example, we can make some observations.
For example, the first author has used Comer RAs to construct finite cyclic group representations (over F p for various p) for 33 37 
as its forbidden class, the algebra in question would embed into C(p, n). In the example in Section 4, we looked for [i, i, i + n/2] to be the only forbidden class.
Let's consider 35 37 , which has diversity atoms a, r,ȓ. The forbidden cycle is rrr. For 35 37 , we looked for [i, i, i] to be the only forbidden class, with k odd, so all the diversity atoms were asymmetric. (In this case, [i, i, i] has other equivalent forms, like [i, i + n/2, i] and [i + n/2, i, i + n/2], since k is odd.) We don't have to worry about n getting too big, because we can just map r to X 0 ,ȓ to X n/2 , and a to the union of all the other X i s. Since a is flexible, it can't be "too big". The smallest example is C(3221, 20), which contains 35 37 (as well as 82 83 !) as a subalgebra. See [2] .
To take another example (previously published in [4] ), consider 59 65 , with forbidden cycles bbb and cbb. The Comer RA C(113, 8) has forbidden cycles
. Mapping b to X 0 , c to X 6 ∪ X 7 , and a to everything else yields a representation.
In every single case, once we were able to cook up a "forbidden scheme" that would allow us to embed our algebra into a Comer RA, we quickly found a C(p, n) with that forbidden scheme. Sometimes n (and hence p) had to be bigger than seemed necessary, but nonetheless we found an instance.
The only limitation seems to be our ability to imagine forbidden schemes that would allow embeddings. (For example, 33 65 forbids ccc, bcc, and cbb. We can't think of a forbidden scheme such that 33 65 would embed in the corresponding Comer RA. Can you?)
In sum, it seems that the C(p, n)s obey the following (admittedly vague) rule:
Any forbidden scheme not ruled out by obvious considerations will be instantiated by some C(p, n) for big enough n and p.
A good example is that of Ramsey algebras, which are instantiated by C(p, n)s for all n ≤ 2000 except n = 8 and n = 13. (See [1] . We presume that they are instantiated for all but finitely many n.) Why should this be so, unless something like the rule above holds?
(One caveat: it isn't quite so obvious what the "obvious considerations" should be. A first guess is that Aut(C) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z/nZ. However, Roger Lyndon's algebras from projective lines satisfy this condition, but are not representable over any cyclic group. See [9] .)
These observations might provide a path to finding a proof of the Flexible Atom Conjecture. The first step would be to formulate a suitable notion of quasirandomness for (sequences of) relation algebra atom structures. (See also [3] .)
Conjecture 11. Any finite integral RA with a flexible atom embeds in some Comer RA, hence is representable over a finite cyclic group. 
